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by Brian Schunk
Sports Editor

Senior Jacob Kulakofsky is a man 
who loves life and all of its nuances. 
He is fascinated by biology and loves 
to debate with others about the world 
around him. 

Kulakofsky is currently enrolled in 
AP Biology, his favorite class this year. 
He has enjoyed science throughout his 
academic career, with biology being his 
favorite scientific focus. Kulakofsky has 
been fascinated by biology all his life, 
and he describes his path from regular 
Biology in freshman year to AP Biology 
as a journey in which he “started from 
the bottom.” 

His journey included many highs 
and lows. Kulakofsky says his favorite 
high was the Catalina Trip offered to 
AP Biology students. Kulakofsky said 
“My favorite part of going to Catalina 
Island was scuba diving, because we 
got to see so many garibaldis.” The 
garibaldi is one of Kulakofsky’s favorite 
animals, second only to the mantis 
shrimp, which he also saw on Catalina. 
“I would recommend the Catalina Trip 
to anybody, regardless of how much 
they enjoy science. It was really fun 
to hang out with my fellow classmates, 
and the whole experience was fantastic. 
I learned some, but I also made some 
really great memories.” 

by Jonathan Friedland
National Editor/Businessman

If you were to go out looking for junior Esau Kang, your best 
bet would be the hair salon. Around campus, Kang can be spotted 
by his flamboyant hairstyle, which follows the style of hockey or 
lacrosse player’s “flow.” However, in order to set himself 
apart from this enduring jock stereotype, Kang utilizes 
abundant amounts of gel to enable his hair’s growth 
above and beyond a normal athlete’s hair. Kang’s hair 
perfection comes at a price: “My mom gets really mad 
when I spend 40 dollars on a tiny bottle of conditioner.”

Kang’s fashion sense is inspired by his desire “to 
not impress anyone else and to not care what other 
people think about you.” Clearly, Kang’s inspira-
tional style sets him apart from most of the LGHS 
student population.

Contrary to popular belief around campus, 
not all of Kang’s free time is spent maintain-
ing his hair. For instance, he travels to Los 
Angeles every weekend to play hockey for 
the California Wave, an extremely competi-
tive and selective AAA team. According to 
Kang, “hockey is a place where you can 
really just let go and nothing matters except 
you, your team, and reaching a common goal.” 
He started playing hockey when he was just 
five years old and has since blossomed into an 
extremely skilled competitor. Despite not being able 
to attend the California Wave’s practices in Los Angeles 
every day, Kang practices at Shark’s Ice in Downtown 
San Jose for two hours after school, and occasionally 
even plays before school. Kang’s demanding hockey 
schedule has been substantially rewarding as he is the 
leading goal scorer on his team.

Undertaking a trip to Los Angeles every weekend 

by Rheagan Rizio
Sports Editor

Hannah Chen. The name is well-known around campus; 
she’s a superstar. Chen is a genius, a running goddess, the 
interact club president, and senior class vice president. But 
these are just small aspects to her character—
who really is senior Hannah Chen?

First, the question everyone is wonder-
ing: just where does Chen want to go for 
college? “I want to go to Stanford or MIT 
to study computer science or engineering. 
I would like to start my own company one 
day.” In addition to starting her own com-
pany, Chen also desires to one day live 
alone with her husband in a big house 
on a hill with lots of chickens. 

Chen has a secret passion for 
movies, specifically Les Miserables 
and The Dark Knight Rises. She is 
extremely proud of the fact that she 
can quote The Dark Knight Rises as 
she watches the movie, and that her 
Bane voice is passable. But her main 
love is Les Miserables, specifically 
Eddie Redmayne, who plays Marius in 
the film adaptation that was released 
last Christmas. “I know all the words 
to almost all the songs because I have 
all the Broadway recordings on my 
phone,” says Chen. “And I love Eddie 
Redmayne, celebrity crush right there. Also, the ending is 
so sad but so good, I cry every time.” On the smaller screen 
her favorite television shows include The Big Bang Theory, 
and she aspires to one day be a female version of Sheldon 

by Lauren Finkle
Web Editor

Upon first sight, junior Shannon Jimenez is a bundle of contra-
dictions. Her tendency to dress in sweet, stylish florals and becoming 
dresses hides the fact that she is an avid hiker and trained dancer. Her 
deep involvement in the school community is balanced with a devotion 
to marching band. But where do all these variances converge?

Jimenez is definitive when it comes to what constitutes her greatest 
passion: music. “It started since before I was born, I guess,” she laughs. 
“My dad has been playing guitar as long as I can remember and my mom 
is a dancer.” Jimenez’s mother enrolled her in dance classes when she 
turned six, and she flourished in the arts until she had to quit due to 
time constraints when she entered her sophomore year. Jimenez has 
trained in a variety of genres, including hip hop and Irish dance, but she 
always returned to jazz. 

This simply was not enough music for Jimenez, though. In middle 
school, she also participated in musicals and learned how to play the 
clarinet. But it was in the LGHS marching band where she finally felt she 
found her niche. “I kept hearing about the band environment and how 
close it was, and I wanted to be part of a family for as long as could,” 
Jimenez said, “not just for a season like in musicals.” This year, Jimenez 

can be strenuous and extremely tiring. Therefore, in order to ensure 
maximum comfort, Kang travels in an RV which has six televisions, 
two bathrooms and can accoomodate six people. With a ratio of one 
television per person, the lavishness of the RV cannot be overstated. 
Yet, the luxury comes at a high cost as the RV averages a mere seven 
miles per gallon. 

Though hockey takes up a profuse amount of Kang’s time outside 
of school, he also concentrates on classes that interest him. One 
of those was honors English which he took sophomore year with 
Mr. Bollhorst’s class. Kang’s favorite part of the class was the 
Entrepreneur project, during which students form companies and 
accumulate profits which they donate to charity. Kang called his 

group “New Age Candy” and purchased one cubic meter 
of candy for around 6000 dollars from an Australian 
company. The candy was certainly from a new age as 
the licorice had a fruity texture that Kang described 
as “irresistible.”

However, as his group soon realized, the ship-
ment was ordered on container freight. The candy 
soon became known as “Magellan’s candy” as it 
originated in Australia, went to Italy, Singapore, 
back to Australia, then to Germany, Long Beach, 

and finally to San Francisco. Consequently, “New 
Age Candy” only received its candy with two weeks 
left in the project. Despite this colossal setback, 

the candy became a sensation within the school 
and the community as his group made 1000 dollars 
over just two weeks. Kang even set up a company 
website which is currently under maintenance, but 
should be available shortly at www.newagecandy.
com. Kang does regret his unprecedented purchase 
of candy and urges this year’s sophomore entre-
preneurs to “not spend 6000 dollars on candy.”

Over the course of sophomore year, Kang 

continued to enjoy his classes, including both Chemistry and AP 
European History. Kang was especially fond of conducting chem-
istry labs where he describes himself as a “free spirit that cannot 
be restrained.” In his AP European history class, Kang achieved a 
reputation for having “the worst handwriting Mr. Rudolph had 
ever seen.”

Kang is also known around school for his extremely valuable 
advice. For example, he believes that “teaching yourself is far 
more valuable than being taught by an instructor,” and that “high 
school is not as important as some people make it out to be.” For 
students who take their academics seriously, Kang recommends 
“always double-checking to see if you did the last page of the test.”

Overall, Kang would describe himself as “narcissistic, funny, 
and witty.” Be sure to notice Esau Kang around campus, he’s dif-

B. Schunk

SHANNON MARCHES TO THE BEAT OF HER OWN DRUMS
became section leader for the clarinets.

Marching band proved to be a gateway into the many facets of life at LGHS. 
Jimenez’s role as historian in Leadership keeps her inextricably intertwined with 
the events going on at the school. She is in the class not only because of her 
enthusiasm for the school but because, Jimenez explained, “my parents always 
tell me to make a difference. This is how I figured I could do it.” 

In her spare time, Jimenez dreams of the many dogs she will own someday. 
She has been a vegetarian for three years and four months, the only one in her 
family (which “kinda sucks in a Mexican and Japanese family. There’s fish and 
meat all over the place”). She hopes to someday become a veterinarian or a vol-
unteer at an animal shelter. Also on Jimenez’s list of loves is country music. “It 
shapes who I am,” she shared. “The lyrics represent down-to-earth, real people. 
That’s who I want to be.”

Continuing the battle of differences that makes up Jimenez’s wonderful char-
acter, her family itself seems at odds. Her mother is from Japan and her father 
from Mexico. Jimenez sometimes muses on just how different the two cultures 
are: “In Asia, everyone is so reserved, so polite. But when I go to LA or Mexico, 
everything’s so noisy! In a way, it shows the two sides of me.”

But at the bottom of Jimenez’s contracting insights is one overarching phi-
losophy—making people happy. “I smile when others smile,” she says sweetly. 
LGHS is lucky to have such a dedicated member of the community.
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Kulakofksy is also a master debater. 
He joined LGHS’ speech and debate 
team as a junior, and quickly devel-
oped a passion for it. Kulakofsky said, 
“I joined the team because I wanted to 
improve my public speaking abilities.”  
Kulakofsky noticed his improvement 
immediately, and even went unde-
feated in his first tournament as a 
member of the team.  From then on, 
Kulakofsky excelled in debates every-
where he went. Kulakofsky said, “I 
really enjoyed the whole process, and 
I got to meet some great new people.” 
Speech and debate has become a huge 
part of his life, “it is a huge time com-
mitment, but it is worth it.”

Between his love of biology and 
debate, Kulakofsky is an avid learner, 
studying the world around him. 

Kang travels across California, spreading his love of hair

Kulakofsky enjoys Bio
Cooper, her favorite character.

Chen is also now the proud owner of a star. That’s right, 
not only is she a star here at the high school, she’s a star 
in the night sky as well. The star ownership was all part 
of an elaborate coronation asking put on by senior Marcus 
Lanovaz, a fellow track team member. When asked how 

he came up with the idea, Lanovaz stated, “There is an 
ongoing joke that I was born in the shape of a star, so 
in September I thought that Hannah deserves to be 
treated like a star because she is one. So I Googled 
‘buy a star’and boom, I found a way to buy her a star. 
I chose to ask her around a campfire because it is a 

special place for our track team.”
When asked about this, Chen said “When 
he asked me, I was surprised because I knew 
he was going to ask me, but I had no idea 
what he was going to do. It was really 
sweet and original, and I definitely did 
not see that coming.” Chen’s star is 
called #hannahchen, and she has a 
hashtag on Instagram as well. The star 

is part of the constellation Capricornus 
because she is a capricorn. 

Chen is looking forward to this year’s 
track season as well. “I’m super excited for 

it to start,” she says. “It’s my last one in high 
school, and I just want to do as well as possible. 
I’m looking forward to competing with my team, 
running faster times, and hopefully being back 
to back CCS champions.” 

Certainly one day we will be hearing all about the 
extremely successful person that Chen will become. For now, 
she is still just a regular teenage girl, trying to live her life 
to the fullest and enjoy her senior year as much as possible. 

Hannah Chen shines like a star
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